Abstract-In order to solve efficiency of maze optimal path problem based on ant colony algorithm, we proposed a CUDA platform parallel programming model, executing the algorithm with GPU that significantly improve the calculation efficiency. A parallel matrix design method was introduced and the ant colony searching process was changed into parallel matrix operations. To reduce the access overhead and increase algorithm running speed, data were rationally organized and stored. Experiments of different scale maze matrix test show that speedup will be increased with the expansion of the matrix size. In our experiments, the maximum speedup is about 11.5.
INTRODUCTION
The maze problem is a typical search and traversal problem of graph. Many intelligent problems could be transformed into the maze optimal path problem, for example: chess game, strategy decision, robot path planning. The space and time complexity of the traditional algorithm will be growing exponentially with the expansion of the matrix size and complexity. So it's very hard using it to resolve the large scale cases. According to the character of maze optimal path problem, Reference [3] the application of ant colony algorithm to solve maze problem divide ants into two groups and set three life cycles, then get the solution by iterative cycle. But with the expansion of the matrix, the loops of iterative cycle will be greatly increased. Reference [4] an improvement to [3] algorithm set the distance to gate as basic parameter k, and then distributes ants at the position k. It will decrease the count of loops by ant colony algorithm. MMAS (Max-Min Ant System) algorithm is also applied to this process to avoid convergence too early. That algorithm avoids the search by every ant's taboo list, but it needs judgment to many conditions on each loop. This article wills analysis those algorithms mentioned before and post a parallel solution to solve the maze optimal path problem based on ant colony algorithm. It uses parallel computation for the data in each iterative cycle the processing speed of the algorithm mentioned in [4] .
II. PARALLEL PROGRAMMING MODEL
In November 2006, NVIDIA introduced CUDA, a general purpose parallel computing architecture -with a new parallel programming model and instruction set architecture -that leverages the parallel compute engine in both CPU and GPU to solve many complex computational problems in a more efficient way than only CPU. In the CUDA environment, CPU is the main memory called host and GPU is a co-processor called device. In this model, CPU responsible for carrying out the logic transaction processing and serial computing, GPU is responsible for the implementation of highly threaded parallel processing tasks. CPU has the memory of the host side called host memory and GPU has the memory of the equipment side called device memory. CUDA provides specific API functions to operate the device memory, the operation includes the initialization of the memory space, open up and release, as well as host memory and device memory data transfer. 
A. The improvement to existing algorithm
Reference [4] defining the following data structure for maze. It prevents the redundant visit to taboo list and the space cost for each path position visited by each ant. struct{
. . . //M × N maze In order to improve the efficiency of the algorithm to solving maze optimal path problem and to make algorithm more suitable to parallel computing, we make such changes to the algorithm in [4] : 1. Add a "Wall" data structure to maze data structure. It has the same data structure with maze data. It is designed for reducing the judgment to boundary conditions by doing condition judgment to obstacle information. 2. The updating maze path information named "Reclamation". Execute the reclamation before ants moving, so that the amounts of path updating will quickly moving towards to a minimum value. 3. Add ants' pheromones matrix and moving position matrix. They're used to store the pheromones of 8 directions from every ant's current position and the next selected position. These matrices will be used at parallel computing.
B. Algorithm parallelization solving
According to Amdahl's law, the impact of the overall system performance depends on proportion and acceleration efficiency of the program which can be optimized. The reclamation and ants moving is the main part of original algorithm, collectively called ant searching. Ants move based on four judgment conditions for up to a position in around 8 directions. Experiment on 1024 order matrix, we test 6 single searching process to calculated the time of original serial algorithm program data initialization and ants' determining the start point, the time of single searching for the optimal path and the time of roulette method. The test results show in Tab. 1.
The test results show that searching process total spend 96.5% running time of the original serial algorithm. The roulette method accounted for 53.9% of the searching process time, 52.1% of the total running time. Parallelizing searching part of the algorithm can dramatically improve the speed of whole algorithm. According to Amdahl acceleration formula:
That means acceleration limit of the algorithm in the search process is 20.
C. Algorithm Parallel Implementation
According to the original algorithm, each ant carries out the following activities in turn: reclamation, moving base on the rules, searching the optimal path. When the optimal path exists ant update the pheromone. Reclamation and optimal path pheromone updating process involves parallel writing issues. Other parts have parallelism in the whole process. Based on the [5] , if we make ants as GPU threads, will get lower efficiency.
Each ant in the reclamation process need to get 8 around direction pheromone from the maze matrix and to store in the ants' pheromone matrix: Round matrix. Ants' next location information was stored in the moving position matrix: Result matrix. In order to improve the efficiency and reduce the GPU parallel access memory delay, Round matrix design were designed with following rules.
The maze Matrix is a matrix of order M. We assume the rows of the Round matrix is m, the column is n. According to original algorithm, the number of ants is 2M. Introducing the parameter χ, we can get
Each ant has 9 spaces in the matrix, called ant information space. The information store the random number and ant's 8 direction pheromone around order by column. The random number also has the function of a flag to indicate whether the ant needs the next location information. Every GPU thread based on the thread number corresponds to an ant space. Threads parallel read Round matrix ant's information space and use Roulette method to calculate the probability of each direction. Threads based on the random number determine the next location of the moving and write to the corresponding positions in Result matrix. Fig. 2 is program structure diagram. The entire parallel computation process is shown in Fig. 3 . 
D. Algorithm Description
Step 1: Data initialization. Host initialize maze matrix, counter and constant coefficients. Ants initialize starting point based on the value of k. Device initialize and allocate space for the Round matrix and Result matrix.
Step 2: The Ant Colony reclaim 8 around directions and update maze matrix. Then save the Round matrix in corresponding ant information space.
Step 3: Ant Colony moves base on the rules. When one of the first three conditions is met, the flag will be marked on Round matrix in corresponding ant information space.
Step 4: Transfer the data from host to device.
Step 5: Create GPU multiple threads to parallel compute the next location information based on Round matrix. Information is stored in the Result matrix.
Step 6: Transfer the data from device to host. Ant Colony move base on the information on Result matrix.
Step 7: Search the optimal path. If optimal path exist, update the pheromone on the optimal path.
Step 8: To determine whether the iteration parameters meet preset value. If it's true, output the optimal path. Otherwise, reset the Ant Colony information and go to Step 2.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We used a PC with Windows XP operation system that has one Intel Core i3 3.3 GHz processor and one NVDIA GeForce 405. According to the original algorithm parameter settings, Tab. 2 shows the experimental results of single search action on 1024×1024 matrix size.
Speedup refers to the ratio of the time required by the application running on the CPU time and on the GPU. From the data in Tab. 2, parallel algorithm running in 1024 × 1024 order matrix get the speedup of 11.5. Although still a gap with the theoretical value, but greatly reduced the searching time. The data in Fig. 4 shows searching time of the optimal path based on different maze matrix size from 64 × 64 to 1024 × 1024. The serial and parallel algorithms were used 20 times, respectively, for each data test. Original algorithm as the matrix order increases, program run time of rapid growth. The proposed algorithm is its control of linear growth and faster computing speed.
V. CONCLUSION This paper post a parallel solution to solve the maze optimal path based on ant colony algorithm. Compared with algorithm used in the [4] , it has the following advantages: 1) adding the maze boundary to reduce the judgment of the boundary of the ant colony can improve the efficiency of ant colony searching; 2) individually processing the ant colony reclamation can improve the convergence rate of a single searching; 3) making use of GPU for parallel computation can improve the operating speed and get higher speedup, and remain the cost negligible at the same time. 
